WiFi in Education Today
Let’s be honest – WiFi is arguably one of the most
important components to modern digital learning
initiatives like classroom flipping, blended and online
learning tools, and expanding online testing efforts.
Unfortunately, there has not been the same rigorous
emphasis on ensuring schools have the best options
to implement WiFi that supports these innovative
ideas.
Controllers, with their heavy hardware approach,
make growth difficult and upgrades even harder.
Cloud-hosted WiFi helped, but the focus only shifted
to ease of use and management efficiencies, with
little to no attention paid to fundamental WiFi security
and safety. And what good is a WiFi network if
students and teachers can simply hop on their own
personal hotspots and completely bypass IT controls?
This is where Mojo comes in.
There has never been a better opportunity for
primary and secondary education institutions to
make serious investments in enterprise WiFi
platforms that make deployment and management
easy, assure reliability at the edge, and bring
renewed focus on safety and secure connections.
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Supports top-down configuration, monitoring and
reporting capabilities that make it easy to distribute
single policies across thousands of locations
simultaneously and deploy in a fraction of the time.
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Savings
Mojo provides simple licensing for intelligent
access points and cloud management, making
WiFi investments incredibly cost-effective.

Wireless threat monitoring is constant and threat
prevention can be automatically enforced; this
provides actual protection for wireless clients from
real threats.

Visual troubleshooting tools for WiFi packet captures
break down analysis barriers making it easier than
ever to identify a problem, provide an effective
solution and keep your networks at optimal
performance.
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Safety
Mojo focuses on keeping students and your
network safe from active attackers and
student hijinks in accordance with CIPA
compliance guidelines.

Network configuration occurs through simplified
mobile web apps or a centralized cloud console
interface so you can make or change your networks
on the go from any device.

Detailed client and device statistics provide real-time
oversight and inform threat prevention and network
healing activities so you know exactly what is
happening at any point in the network.

(at the access point)

Simplicity
Mojo cloud simplifies network deployment so
much that all you need is a smartphone and
five minutes to set up campus-wide WiFi.

How does Mojo do it?

Intelligent access points automatically connect to the
cloud, find their instance, and download device
properties, SSID profiles and security policies installation is a breeze and you can expect the highest
reliability from access points.

CONTROL

Demo
Want to learn more? Of course you do! A customized demo is the best
way to learn about Mojo and what we can do to bring you the best
wireless platform that meets your digital learning requirements. Click
the link below or give us a call!
Evaluation
After we show you what Mojo is all about, we want you to see it for
yourself. Be sure to ask your rep about our no obligation 30-day trial.
Contact us
877.930.6394
k12@mojonetworks.com
www.mojonetworks.com
You can also log into the Mojo Partner Portal for more details
www.mojonetworks.force.com

